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Do you guys think gohan deserves the hate? I personally think its ridiculous. Most of the gohan fans are
fake, and only liked him for his strength. Yeah you know yourself, you Power-gold-digger person....shame
on you. go to your room ! and if you are in your room already, then umm...get out and go back in your room
again. anyways I have no idea why I'm writing a very silly/retarded description on a very serious
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Regarding Gohan's character development you stated in your video, "The Dragon Ball
fandom...is...unbelievably retarded..." "I...worry about the logic of Dragon Ball fans…”
As an avid Gohan fan here is what I have to say about Gohan...Gohan is the BEST and
ought to have been the main character of Dragon Ball as Akira originally was grooming
Gohan to be for the following reasons:
1) Gohan is a unique and awesome 2ghter. Gohan has so much control over his own Ki
that when he powered up to SS2 in the marshal arts world tournament all of the stones in
the 2ghting arena elevated off the ground and hovered up in mid-air until Gohan reached
the pinnacle of his transformation. At which time every single stone dropped back down
into its original place [World Tournament Saga DBZ].
2) Gohan is a Mystic Warrior. A mystic warrior is one who is an ally to God – the ultimate &
absolute power source of the entire cosmos. It is from Divine energy that one is able to
UNLEASH thru righteous anger UNLIMITED potential 2ghting POWER. Gohan is the only Z
2ghter who is a mystic warrior. No other citizen of earth has such potential power
including the Z 2ghters. Vegeta - a full-blooded Saiyan Prince is not a mystic warrior
because he only 2ghts since he loves to 2ght and in order to surpass Goku. Goku, whose
name means, "He who saves lives" is not a mystic warrior since although he is a hero who
2ghts to protect justice he also 2ghts since he loves to 2ght and in order to be number one
under the sun. Gohan, however, only 2ghts to protect justice and for no other reason. For
the purpose of 2ghting is to no longer have to 2ght. So his heart is entirely pure.
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3) Gohan’s heroic strength is measured by the size of his compassionate heart. A lot of
fans love Gohan because of his awesome POWER. Some fans, like myself, love Gohan
because of his compassionate CHARACTER. Gohan’s love for humanity is so vast Gohan
does NOT just 2ght for his family or his friends, but for the whole world. So God gave
Gohan the gift of the mystic warrior to use for humanity's sake.
4) Gohan’s CHARACTER and Gohan’s POWER cannot exist one without the other. It is his
PURE HEARTED rage to only 2ght to protect justice that fuels an UNLIMITED potential
power in him, which makes Gohan the strongest 2ghter of all. Being that Gohan is a
mystic warrior, Gohan in potential is able to access unlimited Saiyan strength and
unlimited Saiyan speed in order to attain whatever power level is required of him to beat
whichever foes emerge to threaten innocent lives throughout the Dragon Ball Sagas.
5) Human beings have a dual nature. Gohan has a yin and yang personality. Both Gohan
and us have to strive to achieve balance between our twofold selves.
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Here are some of Gohan’s well-balanced Yin & Yang traits:
MYSTIC WARRIOR | Power Guided by Love
BRAVECourageously Overcame Own Cowardliness
SMARTProfessor of Science | Strategic Fighter
NICEHumble Easy Going | Yet Serious, Intense
VALUES FAMILY Caring Husband | Attentive Father
NOBLE FIGHTER Offers Chance to Give Up | Only Uses Lethal Blows if No Other Way
STEADFAST INDIVIDUAL Always Does His Best | He Never Slacks Off
HERO Cares about Humanity | Not just Loved Ones or Friends
6) Gohan's yin and yang persona is dynamic, which makes his character exciting. For
example, on the one hand, Gohan only 2ghts out of necessity, as he hates 2ghting. On the
other hand, Gohan loves being a hero who protects humanity with his 2sts [Saiyaman
DBZ]. So in times of peace Gohan is a HUSBAND, FATHER and SCHOLAR. But in times of
war Gohan is a FIGHTER who protects justice. But no, Gohan cannot be a husband, father,
scholar, and a warrior can he? Yes he can! Just like we people have to execute different
roles in our lives in order to survive and thrive...how much the more so Gohan can with all
of his immense vigor and intense energy.
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You also stated in your video,”Gohan will shine again”.
What you say in your video is a malicious vicious TEASE!
Isn't it enough that Akira Touriyama is a sell out?
See my write up below called “Memorial to Gohan” for details.
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Stop hating, blaming, and calling Gohan fans fake. The only thing fake here is you, your
web site, and your commentators. How much do you all get paid to put up your false
opposition?
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When the full-blooded Saiyans’ die the half-breed Saiyan, Gohan – the Mystic Warrior must be there to carry the TORCH – source of enlightenment.
So why isn't he? Why did Akira Toriyama create Gohan only to destroy Gohan??? It does
not make any sense!!!
Here is a clue! Have you ever wondered why your favorite hero/heroine movies either have
no sequels to them or have sequels that are not as good as the original movie?
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Gohan is a Dragon Ball character VIEWERS can RELATE to.
So Akira Toriyama decided to marginalize Gohan for the reason that Akira Toriyama's
Dragon Ball Series has been hijacked by THE POWERS THAT BE in our own world of good
and evil in order to DEPRIVE us of the AWESOME INSPIRATION GOHAN'S AURA ALWAYS
SHOT US in the NERVOUS SYSTEM with so that we will CEASE and DESIST from doing
something HEROIC to make our OWN WORLD a BETTER SAFER PLACE to live in.
So who is going to be the greatest HERO at the end of Dragon Ball? Vegeta?! Vegeta is not
only from a superior warrior RACE - the Saiyans, but Vegeta is also the PRINCE of the
Saiyan Race. Or, maybe Trunks, who is the son of the Prince of the proud Saiyans?! After
all, only ROYALTY from the ARYAN RACE can be the BEST, right?! We are to admire them,
worship them, and serve them…those ELITISTS who are destroying our world; who are
such pathetic, pitiful BULLY COWARDS they are THREATENED by the rest of us being
INSPIRED by a mere CARTOON of 2ction!
“You can’t destroy what I am. There is no end for me, no end.” [Gohan, History of Trunks,
DBZ].
We Will Keep GOHAN ALIVE in our HEARTS and in our MINDS FOREVER.
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UltimateImpact Z 3 days ago
Thanks for the video btw
Reply •
UltimateImpact Z 3 days ago
I still think that Gohan got enough 2ghts in the series already I wan't to see Vegeta Goten
Trunks Future Trunks and other charactesr get there shining time too
Reply •
neonoahgame 3 days ago
here are questions why didn't bulma mass produce the sensu and analyze them that would
be smart also why doesn't gohan ask whis for the knowledge of the universe I respect he
wants to be a scholar but he's seen aliens there's so much knowledge he can bring to the
human society he could learn about tons of things from whis and be the best scholar
regardless
Read more if he's a 2ghter.
Reply •
Legendary Loser 3 days ago
Weak Logic. Be happy for him...have him be like this...etc.
We all wanted and expected Gohan to take over after Goku died. He was the strongest no
fused character in buu saga at unlocked potential( yes. Stronger than ssj3)
Read more
The problem isn't his love for family. It's his disappointment of what we expected him to
Reply • 1
be. Over the years Toriyama made it his main point to basically being the story to where
View all 4 replies
Legendary Loser 2 days ago
Pathetic sad fanboy? Lol nah. I just know when to recognize trash. Honestly y'all are
both the sad ones. You guys will take whatever toriyama gives and make it seem
amazing no matter what. DBZ had vaws but it was iconic. GT had major major
problems but had some ideals that if polished would be great.
Read more
This show is literally Goku and Vegeta vs the world. Vegeta 2ghts and loses Goku
Reply •
wins. That's all we've seen so far,
Legendary Loser 2 days ago
I loved Gohans character. He was literally thrown into 2ghting cause he had too I
loved it. My issue is he's not even remotely strong. He can barely go super Saiyan.
Goten is essentially stronger...I can understand hm losing unlocked potential and
only having ss2 but come on...his weakness is terribly disgusting. I'm happy he has
a
family
tho.
Read
more
Reply •
You can diss my name all you want but I'm gonna be a legend.
FredPlays_28 4 days ago
The only reason I disliked gohan was because of great saiyaman
Reply •
GD-ShadowFlameX 5 days ago
0:35
Shots 2red.
Better hide that one.
Reply •
Rivd 5 days ago
You dont get the point, gohan have the most potential and he needs to be the most
powerfull sayan and you all know it, DBS without gohan is boring!! they need to do
something with it..
Reply •
Angel Mora 6 days ago
Do you think gohan could train in the room of spirit and time for a few hours every day?
That way he can get stronger and still be the scholar
Reply •
StreyoneX 1 week ago
My issue with DBS Gohan isn't the fact that he focused on family and studying. It just
seems to me that the life he's lived wouldn't allow him to fall so far from the badass he
became, and that he still could be relevant if his intellect was played upon. It's like after
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Buu he was like, "So ya'll got everything from here? Aiight cool." and just decided to let go
Readlet
more
and
Super Saiyan God deal with it.
Reply •
He's a father now so he has to take care of home, but like with his father you'd think that
TheWarriorBatReturns 1 week ago
"Well said :)"
Reply •
Mj Ogundeyi 1 week ago
Hey man I love your videos btw. That being said im happy for gohan, but his passive
attitude is slowly erasing him as a main character. Think about it since Dragon ball is about
action no one wants to see a passive gohan. So I fell like im watching my favorite
character disappear
Reply •
David White 2 weeks ago
Or double 4 not making clickbaits
Reply •
Timedragon 2 weeks ago
Finally, someone who understands Gohan's character! It keeps getting on my nerves all the
complaining about "What happened to Gohan?". People compare him to the Gohan from
the Trunks' timeline, but they're missing the point, that Gohan was forced by the
circunstances to become a warrior, in a peaceful world he would have chosen a different
path,
a tragedy ( like Trunks realized when he imagined his own life in a peaceful
Read it's
more
world). I also love Gohan's badass moments, I'd love to see him go SSJ Blue and kick some
Reply •
ass, but even if that happens at the end of the day he'll go back to his studies and be a
Tozé Nugueira 2 weeks ago
Gohan atm is training with picolo

it would be nice to see him in the tournment, even if he lost 2rst round, we could see gohan
once
Read again
more in action.
Reply •
Tozé Nugueira 2 weeks ago
Cell saga is my fav for some reason

rip badass gohan ;-;
Reply •
Austin Gomez 2 weeks ago
I was always a fan of goten
Reply •
The Sayian 1 month ago
i really agree with you im gohan fan and i like both virseions of him and i think that what he
wanted and im happy. only think i wish for him to useful and have screen time more,and
have a strong comeback. thanks for the great video man you should have more
subscribers
Reply •
MoodZi 1 month ago
Thanks man I appreciate it
Reply •
The Sayian 4 weeks ago
+MoodZi np
Reply •
J Rob 1 month ago
teach gohan how to go blue then let him be
Reply •
A107 1 month ago
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YASSS
Reply •
mogley ballung 1 month ago
The logic of dragonball fans is that gohan is the strongest out of all the saiyans and
regardless of all the other crap you've talked in this video (hence the little to no fucking
views) I love gohan but if shit hits the fan and hes needed he wont have the adequate
training level. SIMPLE and tbh you are also silently ranting throughout.
Reply •
View all 4 replies
Majin Piccolo 1 month ago
Your logic is trash. You can't even tell that this video is not a rant.
Reply •
Micheal P 2 weeks ago
And now he has 2K subs so shut the fuck up bitch ! ! ! 
Reply •
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